
MOTIP Multi Spray
Ord.-no.: 090206, 290206, 000587

Technical Information

Loosen stuck parts and prevent creaking and
squeaking of metal and plastic parts by lubricating
with MOTIP Multi Spray. The Multi Spray has a cleaning
effect and removes oil, grease, wax and tar. MOTIP
Multi Spray is a universal oil that lubricates, protects
and cleans. It offers excellent penetration, is moisture-
repellent, prevents rust, and leaves a protective film.

Quality & properties

Good penetrating properties
Removes oil, grease, wax, underbody coating
and tar
Moisture repellent
Corrosion preventive
After cleaning, a protective film remains

Physical & chemical data

Base: Mineral oil with additives
Colourname:

Transparent light brown
transparent light brown
transparent

Smell: vanilla
Surfaces: Chains liable to light load,
Fastenings, Locks, Tools, Garden Tools,
Machinery, Fasteners, Motions, Pedals,
Hometrainer, Skeelers, Skates, Skateboards
Minimum Working Temperature: 10 °C
Maximum Working Temperature: 25 °C
Spray rate: 1.98
Vapour pressure: 3500/20 bar
Flash point: n.a. °C
Relative density: 0.8 g/ml
Storage stability: 10 years
Content:

500 ML
200 ml
400 ml

How to use

Before use, carefully read the directions on the packaging and act accordingly.
The aerosol should have room temperature.
Best processing temperature 10 to 25°C.
Before use, shake the aerosol.
Apply multi spray in the desired quantity.
The optimum lubrication is obtained after evaporation of the solvent.

Environmentally sound
European Aerosols is committed to apply formulations without restricted or critical ingredients and to achieve best possible
performance. The caps and packagings are made of recyclable material.

Disposal
Only the completely emptied cans should be put into the recycling skip or appropriate container for reclaimable refuse. Cans
which are not empty should be disposed off as "special refuse".

Marking/Labelling
All products made by European Aerosols comply with the actual labelling regulations according to Preparation Guideline
1999/45/EG. All aerosols correspond to TRGS 200 and TRG 300 as well as to aerosol guideline 75/324/EWG in the actually valid
version.

For any further technical questions call our hotline +31 (0) 561 69 44 55 from Monday to Thursday from 9 h a.m. to 3 h p.m. or on
Friday until 12 h p.m.



As of November 24, 2021 – This release replaces all eventually earlier issued versions.
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